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Abstract
The main result of this paper is an approximation algorithm for the weighted region optimal path problem. In this problem, a point robot moves in a planar space
composed of n triangular regions, each of which is associated with a positive unit
weight. The objective is to find, for given source and destination points s and t, a
path from s to t with the minimum weighted length. Our algorithm, BUSHWHACK,
adopts a traditional approach (see ([1–3]) that converts the original continuous geometric search space into a discrete graph G by placing representative points on
boundary edges. However, by exploiting geometric structures that we call intervals, BUSHWHACK computes an approximate optimal path more efficiently as it
accesses only a sparse subgraph of G. Combined with the logarithmic discretization scheme introduced by Aleksandrov et al.[3], BUSHWHACK can compute an
-approximation in O( n (log 1 + log n) log 1 ) time. By reducing complexity dependency on , this result improves on all previous results with the same discretization
approach. We also provide an improvement over the discretization scheme of [3] so
that the size of G is no longer dependent on unit weight ratio, the ratio between
the maximum and minimum unit weights. This leads to the first -approximation
algorithm whose time complexity does not depend on unit weight ratio.
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Introduction

1.1 Definition of the Problem
Optimal path planning problems are some of the most fundamental problems
in robotics research. Each optimal path problem is to determine an optimal
path (a shortest path according to a user-defined metric on paths) between two
designated points s and t in a 2D or 3D space under various conditions. Due
to their practical significance, these problems have drawn great attention from
researchers in robotics as well as other areas such as computational geometry,
geographical information systems (GIS), and graph theory. Interested readers
may refer to survey [6] for a comprehensive review of the previous works on
these problems.
In this paper we study the 2D weighted region optimal path problem. In this
problem, a 2D space is divided into n triangular regions, each of which is
associated with a distinct positive unit weight. Such a space can be used to
model an area consisting of different geographical features, such as deserts,
forests, grasslands, and lakes, in which the traveling costs for the robot are
different. The cost of a path p in this space is defined to be the weighted length
of p, and is denoted by kpk. The objective is to find an optimal path, the path
with the minimum cost, from a source point s to a destination point t. In some
literature, this problem is called the “homogeneous-cost region path planning
problem.” Figure 1 shows an optimal path in a 2D space with four triangular
weighted regions. In the figure, the darker a region is marked, the greater the
unit weight of the region is.

Destination

Source

Fig. 1. Optimal path in weighted regions

Observe that the unweighted optimal path problem can be considered as a
special case of the weighted optimal path problem: for any point in the “free
space”, the unit weight is defined to be 1; for any point in the “obstacle”
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(if there is any), the unit weight is defined to be +∞. The key difference
between 2D weighted and unweighted optimal path problems is that, while
for the unweighted case an optimal path only bends at obstacle vertices, for
the weighted case an optimal path may bend at any point on a boundary edge
separating two regions with different unit weights. This problem is generally
considered to be very hard and therefore most of the known research works
have focused on various approximation algorithms.
For any points s and t, we use popt (s, t) to denote an optimal path from s to t
and use p0opt (s, t) to denote an approximate optimal path from s to t computed
by a given approximation algorithm. We decompose the error of the approximation, kp0opt (s, t)k − kpopt (s, t)k, into two components: the absolute error (or
additive error ) and the relative error (or multiplicative error ). The absolute
error is bounded by a constant value disregarding the value of kpopt (s, t)k,
while the relative error is linear in kpopt (s, t)k. We say that the error of
the approximation is -relative and δ-absolute if kp0opt (s, t)k − kpopt (s, t)k =
 · kpopt (s, t)k + δ. In this paper we mainly study -approximation algorithms
that guarantee to produce -good approximate optimal paths, approximate optimal paths with no absolute error but just relative error.
In the following we will discuss our work and other related work in the context
of planar weighted region optimal path problem. It is important to note that
most of the results on weighted region optimal path problem, including the
ones we will present in the following sections, can also be applied to weighted
polyhedral surfaces.
1.2 Previous Works
We first define some parameters that will be used in the complexity analysis
of various approximation algorithms. We let n be the number of triangular
regions in the plane, and let L be the length of the longest boundary edge of
all regions. For our convenience, we assume that the coordinates of the vertices
are all non-negative integers, and let N be the maximum coordinate. We use
wmax (wmin , respectively) to denote the maximum (minimum, respectively)
.
unit weight among all regions, and define the unit weight ratio µ to be wwmax
min
One of the earliest -approximation algorithms on this problem was provided
by Mitchell and Papadimitriou [7]. Their algorithm uses “Snell’s Law of Refraction” and the continuous Dijkstra method to give an optimal-path map for
a given source point s. The time complexity of their algorithm is O(n8 log nN µ ).
In practice, however, the time complexity is expected to be much lower.
Mata and Mitchell [8] provided an alternative algorithm using edge subdivision. This algorithm discretizes the original continuous space by placing with
3

Table 1
Performance Parameters

the user-defined relative error allowed
n

number of regions

L

length of the longest edge

N

maximum coordinate of the vertices

wmax (wmin )

the maximum (minimum) unit weight

µ

the unit weight ratio

θmin

minimum angle between two adjacent boundary edges

even spacing m representative points (which we call Steiner points) along
each boundary edge. Then it constructs a discrete graph G that includes these
Steiner points as well as the vertices of the triangular subdivision. For any
two discrete points (vertices or Steiner points) v1 and v2 in G that are on the
border of the same region, an edge (v1 , v2 ) is added into G with an assigned
weight of the weighted length of segment v1 v2 . Each path in G, which we call
a discrete path, corresponds to a path with the same cost in the original space.
An optimal discrete path (the minimum-cost path among all discrete paths
in G) from s to t is then computed in O(nm2 + nm log nm) time using Dijkstra’s algorithm. Depending on the quality of the discretization, this optimal
discrete path usually gives a good approximation to a real optimal path from
s to t. Lanthier et al.[1] independently provided an O(n5 ) algorithm using
a uniform discretization that guarantees an absolute error of O(Lwmax ) by
choosing m = n2 . This uniform discretization method was also used earlier by
Smith et al.[9].
Aleksandrov et al.[2,3] later provided two logarithmic discretization methods.
For a given , either of the two discretization methods constructs, by placing m = O( 1 log 1 ) Steiner points on each boundary edge, a graph G that
can be guaranteed to contain an -good approximate optimal path from s to
t. Therefore, it takes O( n ( 1 log 1 + log n) log 1 ) time to find an -good approximate optimal path using any of the two discretization methods. Similar
to the other algorithms, the complexity also involves a number of geometric
parameters such as L, µ, θmin , etc.
The time complexities of the above edge-subdivision-based algorithms are
rather high, as G is a dense graph with O(nm2 ) edges. To reduce the cost of
processing the edges of G, alternative algorithms that only access a subgraph
of G were investigated. For example, with the uniform discretization, Lanthier
et al.[1] proposed an algorithm that only computes an optimal discrete path
3
in an -spanner of G. The time complexity is reduced to O( n + n3 log n), as
each point is selectively connected to O( 1 ) other points. In addition to the
absolute error of O(Lwmax ) introduced by the discretization, the approximate
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optimal path found by this algorithm also has a relative error of  introduced
by using the spanner.
The best result is provided by [3]. Their pruned Dijkstra’s algorithm uses two
stages to trim the edges of G. First, by exploiting Snell’s Law they define
a geodesic cone for each Steiner point v, claiming that any optimal discrete
path passing through v can only leave v via an edge inside this cone. The
second stage is to construct an -spanner for the geodesic cone of each Steiner
point. The number of incident edges of each Steiner point is therefore reduced
to O( √1 ), resulting in an O( n ( √1 + log n) log 1 ) algorithm. Although the spanner causes an additional term of error, the approximate optimal path
computed remains O()-good.
In Table 2, we list the time complexity and error bound of each of the abovementioned algorithms for a comparison. For our convenience, we omit all geometric parameters and state the complexity of each algorithm in terms of
n and . It is important to note, however, that algorithms following different approaches cannot be compared using merely dependencies on n and ,
because the running time may have significantly different dependencies on
other geometric parameters. For example, the running time of Mitchell and
Papadimitriou’s algorithm [7] depends on N only logarithmically, while that
of Aleksandrov et al.’s algorithm [2] has a linear dependency on 1/θmin , which,
in the worst case, could be Ω(N 2 ).

Table 2
Complexity Comparison
Algorithm

Complexity

Error

Mitchell and Papadimitriou [7]

O(n8 log n )

-relative

Lanthier et al. [1]

O(n5 )

O(Lwmax )-absolute

Lanthier et al. [1]

O(

n3


+ n3 log n)

-relative and
O(Lwmax )-absolute

Aleksandrov et al. [2]

O( n ( 1 + log n) log 1 )

-relative

Aleksandrov et al. [3]

O( n ( √1 + log n) log 1 )

-relative

This work

O( n (log 1 + log n) log 1 )

-relative

For other related work, see [10–17], or see survey [6].
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2

Preliminaries

2.1 Notations

Let S be a planar space consisting of n triangular regions. We use V and E
to denote the set of vertices and the set of boundary edges, respectively, of all
regions. Therefore, |V | = O(n), and |E| = O(n). For any region r, we use wr
to denote the unit weight of r. For each boundary edge e ∈ E, the unit weight
we is defined to be min{wr , wr0 }, where r and r0 are the two regions incident
to e. For any points v1 and v2 in a region r, we define dr (v1 , v2 ) = wr · |v1 v2 |
to be the distance in the region between v1 and v2 . Similarly, we say that
de (v1 , v2 ) = we · |v1 v2 | is the distance along the edge between v1 and v2 for any
points v1 and v2 on boundary edge e. Let s and t be the designated source point
and destination point, respectively. We assume that s, t ∈ V . If otherwise, we
can add a constant number of boundary edges to construct from S a new
triangular decomposition S 0 that has s and t as vertices.
It has been proved (see [7]) that a weighted region optimal path is a piecewise
linear path consisting of O(n2 ) segments. The two endpoints of each segment
are on the boundary of the same region. A segment of a path is said to be
“edge-crawling” if it lies on a boundary edge. Similarly, a segment is “facecrossing” if it cuts through a region. We call a path a “face-crossing” (“edgecrawling”) path if the last segment of the path is “face-crossing” (“edgecrawling”, respectively).
For any path p, we use |p| and kpk to denote its Euclidean length and weighted
length, respectively. For any two points v1 , v2 on a path p, let p[v1 , v2 ] denote
the part of p between v1 and v2 . For two paths p1 and p2 sharing one endpoint,
we let p1 + p2 denote the concatenation of p1 and p2 . If p = p1 + p2 , we say
that p is an extension of p1 . In particular, if p = p1 + v1 v2 , where v1 is one
of the endpoints of p1 , we call p a one-segment extension of p1 . For any two
points x and y, we use p(x, y) to denote a path from x to y and use popt (x, y)
to denote an optimal path from x to y. We define the “distance” from s to t,
dopt (s, t), to be the cost of popt (s, t).
Following the same approach used by [1–3], we discretize the 2D space by
introducing Steiner points on boundary edges. For each boundary edge e ∈ E,
we add m Steiner points on e for some positive integer m. Let Vs be the set of
S
Steiner points and let V 0 = V Vs . A weighted graph G(V 0 , E 0 ) is constructed
by interconnecting points in V 0 that are on the boundary of the same region.
Each edge (x, y) in G is assigned a weight ω(x, y), which is defined to be
de (x, y) if xy is an edge-crawling segment on boundary edge e; or dr (x, y) if
xy is a face-crossing segment in region r.
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By constructing G, the original path planning problem in a continuous space
is transformed to the problem of finding an optimal discrete path connecting
s and t in G. This optimal discrete path is then used to approximate a real
optimal path in the original continuous space. As the goal of our algorithm is
to find an optimal discrete path, in the following discussion, wherever we say
a discrete path is “optimal,” we mean that it is optimal among all discrete
paths. The phrases “optimal discrete path” and “approximate optimal path”
are used interchangeably, and are both denoted by p0opt (s, t). Let d0opt (s, t) be
the cost of p0opt (s, t). At any time during the search of an optimal discrete
path from s to t, a point v is said to be discovered if and only if d0opt (s, v) is
determined. For each boundary edge e we use PLISTe to denote the list that
includes all discovered points on e.

2.2 Our Approach
2.2.1 BUSHWHACK Algorithm
Instead of applying Dijkstra’s algorithm to the resulting graph G, our approximation algorithm uses a new discrete search algorithm called BUSHWHACK.
The BUSHWHACK algorithm can compute optimal discrete paths on both
uniform and logarithmic discretizations more efficiently than the ones proposed in [1] and [2,3]. For each Steiner point v, BUSHWHACK dynamically
maintains a small set of incident edges of v that may contribute to an optimal
discrete path from s to t. If m Steiner points are placed on each boundary
edge, during the entire computation the number of edges accessed in each region is O(m log m), and therefore the complexity of the algorithm is reduced to
O(nm log nm), as compared to O(nm2 + nm log nm) of Dijkstra’s algorithm.
Let r be a weighted region and let e, e0 be two boundary edges of r. For each
point v ∈ e, we define an interval Iv,e,e0 to be a set of contiguous Steiner points
on e0 such that, for any point v 0 ∈ e0 , edge vv 0 may be “used” by an optimal
discrete path originating from s only if v 0 is inside the interval. Each point
v 0 ∈ Iv,e,e0 is associated with an almost-optimal path from s to v 0 that passes
through v. This path is a concatenation of an optimal discrete path from s
to v and segment vv 0 . Moreover, this path is the least costly path among all
paths from s to v 0 that enter region r through Steiner points on e.
The concept of intervals is similar to the geodesic cones used by Aleksandrov
et al.[3]. The main difference is that, for any two points v1 and v2 on edge
e, the intervals associated with v1 and v2 are mutually exclusive, as it will
be clear later when we give the formal definition for intervals. Therefore, on
average the number of Steiner points in each interval is O(1), assuming that e
and e0 contain roughly the same number of Steiner points. The geodesic cones,
7

however, may overlap with each other as shown in Figure 2.b. In fact, using
Aleksandrov et al.’s discretization scheme [3], the number of Steiner points of
each geodesic cone can only be bounded by O( √1 ). (This is still the case even
if an -spanner of each geodesic cone is used.)
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(a) On average each interval
contains O(1) Steiner points.
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(b) Geodesic cones may overlap and
each contains O( √1 ) Steiner points.

Fig. 2. Comparison between interval and geodesic cone

Our definition of intervals is actually more related to that of the intervals
of optimality used by Mitchell and Papadimitriou [7]. For the clarity of the
following discussion, we call their intervals of optimality continuous intervals
and our intervals discrete intervals. Each interval (continuous or discrete) consists of points to which the optimal paths have the same discrete structure.
Each continuous interval describes a segment of a boundary edge so that the
optimal paths to the points in the segment go through the same sequence of
boundary edges. Each discrete interval describes the set of discrete points on
a boundary edge so that the almost-optimal paths to these points go through
the same sequence of bending points. The difference is that, while continuous
intervals are treated in the continuum, discrete intervals are sets of discrete
points.
Because of the difference in the definitions, our data structures and procedures
for processing the discrete intervals are totally different from those found in
Mitchell and Papadimitriou’s algorithm, although in some cases we follow the
terminologies used in [7]. Because almost-optimal paths to the points in each
discrete interval go through the same sequence of bending Steiner points (not
just boundary edges), we do not need to compute reverse ray tracing, which is
done by the Find-Point procedure in Mitchell and Papadimitriou’s algorithm.
Reverse ray-tracing is a very costly operation that takes O(n4 log 1 ) time.
The number of continuous intervals is Ω(n4 ) in the worst case, while the number of discrete intervals is proportional to the number of Steiner points, which
is O( n log 1 ) if the logarithmic discretization of [3] is used. As a result, the com8

plexity of our algorithm is more dependent on , while that of Mitchell and
Papadimitriou’s algorithm is more dependent on n. It is worth mentioning
that, although in the worst case the dependency of Mitchell and Papadimitriou’s algorithm on n is very high (O(n8 )), their algorithm appears to be the
only one that has logarithmic dependency on .
One key difference between our algorithm and the approximation algorithms
of [3] and [7] is that, while these previous algorithms exploit the fact that an
optimal path obeys Snell’s Law when crossing boundary edges, our algorithm
only uses the simple property that two optimal paths originating from the
same source point cannot intersect in the interior of any region. Therefore,
our algorithm is more flexible, allowing for many other heuristic cost criteria
(e.g., charging a varying cost on crossing boundary edges) to be added easily.
Maintaining and updating interval information for each point v involves an
extra cost of accessing O(log m) incident edges of v. Therefore, on average, our algorithm uses O(log m) edges for each point in G. When the uniform discretization of [1] is used, our algorithm improves the time complex3
ity to O(n3 log n) (as opposed to O( n + n3 log n) of [1]). With the logarithmic discretization of [3], our algorithm can find an -good approximate
optimal path in O( n (log 1 + log n) log 1 ) time. This result improves on the
O( n ( 1 + log n) log 1 ) algorithm of [2] or the O( n ( √1 + log n) log 1 ) algorithm
of [3] by a factor of O( √1 / log 1 ). Our algorithm, however, does not improve
the complexity with respect to n.
Following our initial work of [4,18], Aleksandrov et al.[19] improves the above
time complexity by another O( √1 ). They achieve so by using a novel discretization method that places Steiner points on bisectors of triangular regions
instead of on boundary edges. This discretization method is able to reduce the
number of Steiner points by a factor of O( √1 ) while still guaranteeing the same
 error bound. They then apply a discrete algorithm similar to BUSHWHACK
to compute an optimal discrete path in such a discretization.

2.2.2 Compact Discretization Scheme
Table 2 lists for each algorithm the time complexity with respect to n and .
To our best knowledge, the time complexities of all previous -approximation
algorithms also depend on the unit weight ratio µ, either linearly or logarithmically. This dependency is caused by the corresponding discretization
scheme used. In particular, the discretization scheme of Aleksandrov et al.[3]
constructs for a given  a graph G with O( 1 log 1 log µ) Steiner points placed
on each boundary edge. Here again we omit the other geometric parameters.
The main obstacle for removing the dependency on µ from the size of G is
9
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u1
v

u2
Fig. 3. “Bad” path

that otherwise it is difficult to prove that for each optimal path popt there
exists in G a discrete path that is an -approximation of popt . One traditional
proof technique used in proving the existence of such a discrete path is to
decompose popt into k subpaths p1 , p2 , · · · , pk and then construct a discrete
path p0 = p01 + p02 + · · · + p0k such that kp0i k ≤ (1 + )kpi k for each i. Ideally, we
could choose each p0i such that pi and p0i lie in the same region, and therefore
the discretization just needs to make sure that |p0i | ≤ (1 + )|pi |.
However, due to the discrete nature of G , it is not always possible to find such
p0i for each pi . For example, as shown in Figure 3, popt could cross a series of
boundary edges near a vertex v. The point where it crosses each boundary edge
e is between v and the closest Steiner point from v on e. To approximate popt by
a discrete path, one way is to replace popt [u1 , u2 ], the subpath of popt between
u1 and u2 , by the dotted path from u1 to u2 . However, each p0i could be much
longer than the corresponding pi , thus making it impossible to bound kp0opt k
the way we described above. Instead, in the error bound proof of Aleksandrov
et al.[2,3] subpath popt [u1 , u2 ] is replaced by the dashed path that goes through
v. In that case, p0i could travel in regions different from those in which pi lies
in, and therefore to bound kp0i k with respect to kpi k, the discretization scheme
has to take into consideration variance of unit weights.
By modifying the above proof technique, we provide in Section 6 an improvement on the discretization scheme of Aleksandrov et al.[3]. The number of Steiner points inserted by this new discretization scheme is O( 1 log 1 ),
with the dependency on other geometric parameters unchanged. Combining BUSHWHACK with this discretization scheme, we can have the first
-approximation algorithm whose time complexity is not dependent on µ.
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3

Intervals

3.1 Disadvantage of Dijkstra’s Algorithm
The BUSHWHACK algorithm works similarly to Dijkstra’s algorithm. It keeps
a sorted list QLIST of candidate optimal paths. At each step, the candidate
optimal path pmin with the minimum cost is extracted from QLIST. Consequently, a number of candidate optimal paths, which are one-segment extensions of pmin , are inserted into QLIST. We call this process “path propagation.”
The iteration continues until the destination point is reached.
Dijkstra’s algorithm can be used to compute an optimal discrete path in an
arbitrary weighted graph, while the aforementioned graph G is derived from a
2D space consisting of weighted regions. Therefore, directly applying Dijkstra’s
algorithm to G does not fully utilize the underlying geometric properties.
For example, in Figure 4 there are two paths originating from the same source
point s. Dijkstra’s algorithm will consider both paths as potential optimal discrete paths for their respective destination points. However, it is not possible
that two optimal discrete paths intersect inside a weighted region, as stated
by the following lemma.
v1
v2

p1,2
p2,2

v1,2

v2,2
b

v2,1

v1,1
p1,1

p2,1
s

Fig. 4. Optimal discrete paths cannot intersect inside region.

Lemma 1 In a 2D space consisting of weighted regions, any two optimal discrete paths with the same source point cannot intersect in the interior of any
region.
Proof Assume that two optimal discrete paths p0opt (s, v1 ) and p0opt (s, v2 ) intersect at b inside a triangular region r, as shown in Figure 4. For each
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i = 1, 2, let vi,1 vi,2 be the segment of p0opt (s, vi ) that contains b. Thus, each
vi,j is a point on the boundary of r. Let pi,1 = p0opt (s, vi )[s, vi,1 ] and let
pi,2 = p0opt (s, vi )[v1,2 , vi ]. Therefore, p2,1 + v2,1 v1,2 + p1,2 is a path from s
to v1 and p1,1 + v1,1 v2,2 + p2,2 is a path from s to v2 . However, the total
cost of the above two paths is less than that of p0opt (s, v1 ) and p0opt (s, v2 ),
as dr (v1,1 , v1,2 ) + dr (v2,1 , v2,2 ) > dr (v1,1 , v2,2 ) + dr (v2,1 , v1,2 ). Therefore, one of
p0opt (s, v1 ) and p0opt (s, v2 ) must not be optimal. This is a contradiction.
The fact that line segments v1,1 v1,2 and v2,1 v2,2 intersect inside region r indicates that these two line segments cannot both contribute to optimal discrete
paths originating from s. If we can identify useful line segments (i.e., those
that may contribute to optimal discrete paths) from useless line segments, we
will be able to avoid an explicit construction of the entire graph G.
3.2 Intervals
To keep track of useful line segments, we introduce a data structure that we
call an interval.
Definition 1 Let r be a region of S and let e, e0 be two boundary edges of r.
For any discovered point v ∈ e that is not incident to e0 , the interval Iv,e,e0 is
defined to be

Iv,e,e0



0 (s, v) + d (v, v ∗ ) ≤ d0 (s, v 0 ) + d (v 0 , v ∗ ) 

d
r
r
opt
opt
= discrete point v ∗ ∈ e0
.


0
∀ v ∈ PLISTe

That is, for any discrete point v ∗ on e0 , v ∗ ∈ Iv,e,e0 if and only if path p0opt (s, v)+
vv ∗ is the least costly path among all paths from s to v ∗ that are one-segment
extensions of optimal discrete paths originating from s to discovered points
on e. In case a point v ∗ on e0 is included in two intervals according to this
definition, we will arbitrarily assign v ∗ to only one of these intervals. This
is to keep intervals Iv,e,e0 for all v ∈ PLISTe mutually exclusive subsets of
discrete points on e0 . The way the set of discrete points on a boundary edge is
partitioned into intervals (or a boundary edge is partitioned into intervals of
optimality as in [7]) is analogous to the way a space is partitioned into regions
in a Voronoi diagram.
It is important to note that each interval Iv,e,e0 is a dynamic set of discrete
points on e0 . It is first created when v is discovered. When more points on e
are discovered, PLISTe will contain more points and thus Iv,e,e0 may also be
changed, according to the definition.
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For any edges e and e0 that share a region r, we use ILISTe,e0 to denote the list
of intervals Iv,e,e0 for all v ∈ PLISTe , sorted by the Euclidean distance between
v and the shared endpoint of e and e0 . Lemma 1 implies that each interval
is composed of consecutive points on e0 (which leads us to name this data
structure “interval”). Further, an interval Iv,e,e0 is located to the left (right,
respectively) of another interval Iv0 ,e,e0 on e0 if and only if v is located to the
left (right, respectively) of v 0 on e. Therefore, the order of discovered points on
e is exactly the same as the order of their corresponding intervals in ILISTe,e0 ,
as shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Intervals

When a Steiner point v on boundary edge e is newly discovered, for each
boundary edge e0 that shares a region r with e, an interval Iv,e,e0 needs to
be created and inserted into ILISTe,e0 . In case the newly discovered point v
is a vertex of a triangular region, an interval needs to be created for every
boundary edge facing v, as shown in Figure 6. The range of the new interval
Iv,e,e0 , i.e., the two endpoints of the interval, can be computed efficiently in
O(log m) time.
If the new interval Iv,e,e0 is not empty, the ranges of the neighboring intervals
need to be readjusted. Figure 7 illustrates how a new interval could totally
deplete or partially deplete existing intervals. As shown in the figure, the left
and right endpoints are determined for the new interval associated with vnew ,
the most recently discovered point. The new interval covers entirely Iv1 ,e,e0 ,
the interval associated with v1 , and thus Iv1 ,e,e0 is totally depleted by the
new interval. The interval associated with v2 is partially depleted by the new
interval as it loses part of Steiner points in it. Totally depleted intervals will
be removed from ILISTe,e0 , while the range of each partially depleted interval
will be readjusted.
From Definition 1 we can conclude that, for any discovered point v on e and any
point v ∗ on e0 , vv ∗ cannot be part of any optimal discrete path originating from
s that enters region r through point v if v ∗ ∈
/ Iv,e,e0 . Therefore, by maintaining
0
ILISTe,e0 for each e and e that share a region, the BUSHWHACK algorithm
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Fig. 6. Creating intervals for a vertex
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Fig. 7. Inserting an interval

is able to avoid accessing most of the useless edges in G.

3.3 Monotonic Intervals
Instead of maintaining for each e and e0 a list ILISTe,e0 of intervals as defined
in Definition 1, our implementation of the BUSHWHACK algorithm actually
maintains a list of monotonic intervals. We first give the definition below:
Definition 2 A monotonic interval Iv,e,e0 is an interval such that the distance (in the region) from v to points in Iv,e,e0 is monotonically increasing or
decreasing along e0 .
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Since each interval Iv,e,e0 can only be divided to no more than two monotonic
intervals (by the perpendicular point of v on e0 ), the total number of monotonic
intervals inside each region is still linear to the number of Steiner points. In
the following we will explain why we prefer to keep track of the monotonic
intervals instead of the (original) intervals.
For each v ∗ ∈ Iv,e,e0 , line segment vv ∗ may be a useful segment and therefore
we need to check the optimality of the face-crossing path p0opt (s, v) + vv ∗ . We
call such a path a direct interval path associated with Iv,e,e0 . One strategy is
to insert all these paths into QLIST simultaneously when v is discovered (and
Iv,e,e0 is created). However, this may not be efficient as both ILISTe,e0 and
intervals in ILISTe,e0 are dynamic data structures. Whenever a new point on
e is discovered, a new interval (although possibly empty) will be created and
inserted into ILISTe,e0 . If the new interval is not empty, the ranges of the two
neighboring intervals will be adjusted.
Therefore, even though a point v ∗ originally is in Iv,e,e0 , after a new point
vnew ∈ e is discovered, v ∗ may fall into the range of the new interval Ivnew ,e,e0 .
If this is the case, path p0opt (s, v) + vv ∗ no longer needs to be considered as an
optimal discrete path from s to v ∗ as it is more costly than p0opt (s, vnew )+vnew v ∗ ,
according to Definition 1.
A more efficient strategy is to insert direct interval paths in the following lazy
and best-first manner: interval paths associated with Iv,e,e0 are sorted in the
increasing order of path cost, and a path p0opt (s, v)+vv ∗ is inserted into QLIST
only when the previous path is extracted from the list, and only if v ∗ is still
in Iv,e,e0 . This strategy will avoid inserting a path p0opt (s, v) + vv ∗ into QLIST
if v ∗ is later “switched” to another interval.
To achieve this, we need to sort efficiently the direct interval paths by path
cost. Since these paths are all one-segment extensions of p0opt (s, v), we only need
to sort dr (v, v ∗ ) for all v ∗ ∈ Iv,e,e0 . As each weighted region is a Euclidean space,
each interval Iv,e,e0 can be split into at most two parts by the perpendicular
point of v on e0 , so that the distance (in the region) from v to points in each
part is monotonically increasing or decreasing.
One way to get a sorted list of direct interval paths associated with Iv,e,e0 is
to do a merge-sort using these two parts. A simpler and more efficient way is
to create a monotonic interval for each part of Iv,e,e0 , as illustrated in Figure
8. The original Iv,e,e0 is thus replaced by these intervals in ILISTe,e0 . Points in
each such interval are readily sorted by distance (in the region) to v. Although
as a result of splitting the number of intervals in ILISTe,e0 is increased, each
interval is easier to manipulate. The implementation of our algorithm follows
this scheme. In the following discussion, we always assume that each interval
is monotonic, and points in each interval Iv,e,e0 are sorted by distance (in the
15
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v

Fig. 8. Splitting an interval

region) to v.
3.4 Propagating Interval Paths
This subsection explains how the BUSHWHACK algorithm inserts into (and
subsequently removes from) QLIST paths associated with each interval Iv,e,e0 .
These paths include direct interval paths, as defined in the last subsection,
and extended interval paths, each of which extends a direct interval path by
one segment along e0 . Since the cost of traveling along e0 may be lower than
that of traveling inside the region, such an extended interval path to a point
v ∗ ∈ Iv,e,e0 may be less costly than a direct interval path to v ∗ , although its
Euclidean length is larger. We call both direct interval paths and extended
interval paths interval paths. By “propagating,” we mean that intervals paths
associated with Iv,e,e0 will only be inserted into QLIST one at a time, and only
after the previous interval path associated with the same interval is removed
from QLIST.
3.4.1 Interval paths and locally interval paths
Following the notations used previously, we let e and e0 be two boundary
edges of region r. Suppose interval Iv,e,e0 contains points v1∗ , v2∗ , · · · , vd∗ when
it is initially created (i.e., when v is discovered), as shown in Figure 9. Here
v1∗ , v2∗ , · · · , vd∗ are consecutive points on e0 and v1∗ and vd∗ are the two endpoints
of the interval. Without loss of generality, we assume dr (v, v1∗ ) ≤ dr (v, vd∗ ). As
interval Iv,e,e0 is monotonic, we have dr (v, v1∗ ) < dr (v, v2∗ ) < · · · < dr (v, vd∗ ).
Let p1 , p2 , · · · , pd be direct interval paths associated with Iv,e,e0 , where pi =
p0opt (s, v) + vvi∗ for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. For each vi∗ , let Pi = {pj,i | 1 ≤ j ≤ d}, where
pj,i = pj + vj∗ vi∗ . Observe that pi ∈ Pi as pi = pi + vi∗ vi∗ . All paths in Pi except
16
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pi are extended interval paths. Pi is the set of all interval paths associated
with Iv,e,e0 that connect s and vi∗ . An interval path p0 ∈ Pi is said to be locally
optimal if kp0 k = min{kpk | p ∈ Pi }. Obviously, it is only necessary to insert
these locally optimal paths into QLIST.

3.4.2 Picking the next interval path to insert into QLIST
For each vi∗ , BUSHWHACK inserts into QLIST only one interval path p∗i ,
called adopted interval path, that connects s and vi∗ . In the following we describe how BUSHWHACK determines these adopted interval paths p∗1 , p∗2 , · · · , p∗d
for Iv,e,e0 . In Section 5 we will prove that these paths are indeed locally optimal.
If we0 = wr , for each vi∗ it is always less costly to travel directly from v to vi∗
than to first travel from v to some other point on e0 and then (along edge e0 )
to vi∗ , and therefore p∗i = pi .
Now we consider the more interesting case where we0 < wr . We let vh be
the perpendicular point of v on edge e0 and let h = |vvh |. Since Iv,e,e0 is a
monotonic interval, v1∗ is between vh and vd∗ on e0 , as v1∗ precedes vd∗ in Iv,e,e0 .
|vh u| · wr
−−→
= we0 . Therefore, for
Let u be the point on ray vh vd∗ such that p
|vh u|2 + h2
−−→
any point u0 on ray vh vd∗ , we have

|v u0 | · wr
p h
< we0 if u0 is between vh and u
|vh u0 |2 + h2
|v u0 | · wr
p h
> we0 if u0 is beyond u
|vh u0 |2 + h2
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(1)
(2)

The intuition about the location of u can be explained using an analogy to
Snell’s Law: u is the critical point on e0 such that, if an optimal path (i.e. a
light ray) originating from v hits e0 at any point between vh and u, it will leave
e0 with a refraction angle less than π2 ; however, if the optimal path hits e0 at
any point beyond u, it will travel along e0 (and thus the refraction angle is π2 ).
If u is between vh and v1∗ , each p∗i is chosen to be p1,i for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
That is, each interval path p∗i except p∗1 is an edge-crawling path that extends
p1 by one segment. If vd∗ is between vh and u, each p∗i is chosen to be pi . In
this case, every interval edge p∗i is a face-crossing path that extends p0opt (s, v)
by one segment.
∗
on edge e0 for some k, 1 ≤ k < d. Then
Otherwise, u lies between vk∗ and vk+1
p∗i can be determined as follows:

Definition 3 Suppose vk∗ is the Steiner point inside interval Iv,e,e0 such that
∗
u, as defined above, is between vk∗ and vk+1
, then:
(a) if 1 ≤ i ≤ k, then p∗i is defined to be pi ;
(b) if i = k + 1, then p∗i is defined to be pk+1 or pk,k+1 , whichever is less costly;
∗
(c) if k + 1 < i ≤ d, then p∗i is defined to be p∗k+1 + vk+1
vi∗ .

The propagation process terminates when all points in Iv,e,e0 are reached by
such interval paths. Observe that this process may be terminated before p∗d is
generated and inserted into QLIST. This would occur when another interval
Iv0 ,e,e0 is created that re-adjusts the range of Iv,e,e0 .
By the BUSHWHACK algorithm, each interval Iv,e,e0 will generate no more
than O(d0 ) locally optimal interval paths, where d0 is the number of points
inside Iv,e,e0 after all points on e are discovered. Thus, for each interval list
ILISTe,e0 , only O(m) interval paths are inserted into QLIST. The total number
of interval paths, therefore, is O(mn).
From the propagation scheme of interval paths it is clear that, once an interval
Iv,e,e0 is created, at any time in path list QLIST there is exactly one interval
path p associated with Iv,e,e0 , until the last interval path associated with Iv,e,e0
is extracted from QLIST. We call path p the current interval path of Iv,e,e0 and
denote it by pv,e,e0 . The Steiner point in Iv,e,e0 to which path pv,e,e0 connects is
correspondingly referred to as the current Steiner point of Iv,e,e0 and is denoted
∗
∗
∗
by vv,e,e
preceding vv,e,e
0 . For any point v
0 in Iv,e,e0 , a locally optimal interval
∗
path that connects s and v has already been extracted from QLIST. We call
∗
such a point a processed interval point of Iv,e,e0 . Any point v ∗ following vv,e,e
0
in Iv,e,e0 is an unprocessed interval point. According to the definitions, we can
establish the following lemma.
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Lemma 2 For any interval Iv,e,e0 , there is always a current Steiner point for
Iv,e,e0 in QLIST until all points in Iv,e,e0 are processed.
3.4.3 Picking non-interval paths to insert into QLIST
We also need to create two other paths for each interval. Let v0∗ be the discrete
point next to v1∗ outside interval Iv,e,e0 , and let v 0 be the discovered point on
e whose interval Iv0 ,e,e0 contains v0∗ , as shown in Figure 9. We insert path
p∗0 = p∗1 + v1∗ v0∗ into QLIST when Iv,e,e0 is created, if d0opt (s, v) + dr (v, v1∗ ) +
de (v1∗ , v0∗ ) < d0opt (s, v 0 ) + dr (v 0 , v0∗ ). That is, even though to construct a path
from s to v0∗ it is more costly to go directly from v to v0∗ than to go directly
from v 0 to v0∗ (as v0∗ is inside Iv0 ,e,e0 ), if traveling on line segment v1∗ v0∗ along edge
e0 is cost-saving enough, it may be a better way to go from s to v0∗ through v
and then v1∗ than to go through v 0 .
∗
Similarly, we will add path p∗d+1 = p∗d + vd∗ vd+1
, if necessary, after all interval
∗
is the discrete point
paths associated with this interval are inserted. Here vd+1
∗
0
next to vd outside Iv,e,e . We call these two paths non-interval paths as they
are not associated with any interval. These non-interval paths will also be
propagated when they are removed from QLIST, as we will show later in this
paper.

3.4.4 Continuing path propagation after interval is partially depleted
Recall that in Subsection 3.2 we showed that an existing interval Iv0 ,e,e0 could
be partially or totally depleted by a newly created interval Iv,e,e0 . If Iv0 ,e,e0
is totally depleted, the current interval path pv0 ,e,e0 no longer needs to be
considered as a potential optimal discrete path. We call it an invalid interval
path. Unlike other (valid) candidate optimal paths, an invalid interval path
will not be propagated when it is extracted from QLIST.
For a partially depleted interval Iv0 ,e,e0 , if the current Steiner point vv∗0 ,e,e0 still
belongs Iv0 ,e,e0 after the new interval Iv,e,e0 is created, the current interval path
pv0 ,e,e0 of Iv0 ,e,e0 is still locally optimal and we will still propagate it when it
is being extracted from QLIST. However, if vv∗0 ,e,e0 is now included in Iv,e,e0 ,
pv0 ,e,e0 becomes an invalid interval path. Just as in the case of totally depleted
intervals, we will extract pv0 ,e,e0 from QLIST without propagation when it
becomes the least costly path in QLIST.
This will, however, stop the chain of propagation of interval paths associated
with Iv0 ,e,e0 , as after pv0 ,e,e0 is extracted from QLIST there will be no interval
path in QLIST that is associated with Iv0 ,e,e0 . This causes a problem in the
case that there are still unprocessed points inside the adjusted Iv0 ,e,e0 . To fix
this problem, we will treat the adjusted Iv0 ,e,e0 as a newly created interval and
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insert into QLIST the interval path for the first unprocessed point in Iv0 ,e,e0 .
This will re-initiate the process of path propagation for the interval.

4

The BUSHWHACK Algorithm

The BUSHWHACK algorithm maintains three types of dynamic lists:
QLIST the list of candidate optimal paths sorted by path cost
PLISTe the list of discovered points on edge e
ILISTe,e0 the list of intervals for edge e and e0 that are on the boundary of
the same region
As we mentioned previously, all paths can be divided into two categories,
interval paths and non-interval paths. All face-crossing paths along with some
edge-crawling paths are interval paths. We have shown how two non-interval
paths are generated for each interval. This section will explain how other noninterval paths are created by extending these paths.
The main body of the BUSHWHACK algorithm is a loop. At each iteration,
the candidate optimal path p in QLIST with the minimum cost is extracted
from the list. Let v be the ending point of path p. If v is not a discovered point
(i.e., the distance from s to v is not yet decided), we claim that path p is an
optimal discrete path from s to v, and kpk is the distance from s to v.
Algorithm 1 Main algorithm FindPath(s,t)
1: insert path p0opt (s, s) into QLIST
2: while t is not reached do
3:
extract the least costly path p(s, v) from QLIST
4:
if v is a not a discovered point then
5:
p0opt (s, v) ← p(s, v); d0opt (s, v) ← kp(s, v)k
6:
HandleNewDiscovery(v)
7:
Propagate(v,p)
Here p0opt (s, s) is the zero-cost path from s to s.
Procedure HandleNewDiscovery(v) creates new intervals for the newly discovered point v, and then inserts into QLIST an interval path associated with
each of these intervals.
Whether or not v is a newly discovered point, Procedure Propagate(v, p) creates candidate optimal paths by propagating p in a constant number of ways
and inserts these paths into QLIST.
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Algorithm 2 Procedure HandleNewDiscovery(v)
1: if v is a Steiner point on an edge e then
2:
for all region r incident to e do
3:
for all edge e0 of r that is not e do
4:
create interval Iv,e,e0
5: else
6:
for all edge e incident to v do
7:
vnext ← the neighboring Steiner point of v on e
8:
insert path pnew = p + vvnext into QLIST
9:
for all region r incident to e do
10:
for all edge e0 of r that is not e do
11:
create interval Iv,e,e0
12: for all newly created interval Iv,e,e0 do
1
2
13:
split Iv,e,e0 into monotonic intervals Iv,e,e
0 and Iv,e,e0
j
14:
for all monotonic interval Iv,e,e0 , 1 ≤ j ≤ 2 do
j
15:
insert into QLIST the first non-interval path for Iv,e,e
0 if necessary
j
16:
insert into QLIST the first interval path for Iv,e,e0
Algorithm 3 Procedure Propagate(v, p)
1: if p is an interval path associated with Iv0 ,e0 ,e then
2:
if p is still valid then
3:
if v is the last point in Iv0 ,e0 ,e0 then
4:
insert into QLIST the second non-interval path for Iv0 ,e0 ,e0 if necessary
5:
else
6:
insert into QLIST the next interval path for Iv0 ,e0 ,e
7: else
8:
e ← the boundary edge on which the last segment of p is lying
9:
if v is not an endpoint of e then
10:
vprev ← the previous point of v on path p
11:
vnext ← the neighboring point of v that is not between vprev and v
12:
if there has not already been a non-interval edge-crawling path that
extends to vnext from v then
13:
insert path pnew = p + vvnext into QLIST
We have explained previously how paths are propagated inside intervals. Observe that the task of handling interval paths is accomplished by the combination of the procedures Propagate and HandleNewDiscovery. For example,
intervals are created in the procedure HandleNewDiscovery when a point v is
discovered. At the same time, the first interval path associated with each new
interval is inserted into QLIST (line 16 of the procedure HandleNewDiscovery). The propagation of interval paths for each interval is accomplished in
the procedure Propagate (line 6).
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In Sub-subsection 3.4.3 we specified that each interval would also generate two
non-interval paths. One of them is generated when the interval is created (line
15 of the procedure HandleNewDiscovery), while the other is generated when
the last interval path of that interval is extracted from QLIST (line 4 of the
procedure Propagate). Another situation that generates non-interval paths is
when the newly discovered point v is a vertex. In this case, for each incident
boundary edge e of v a non-interval path is inserted into QLIST; this path
extends p0opt (s, v) to the neighboring Steiner point of v along e, as indicated
by line 8 of HandleNewDiscovery.
All the non-interval paths are edge-crawling paths. According to the procedure
Propagate (line 8 to line 13), when an non-interval path p from s to v is
extracted from QLIST, we may insert an extension of this path into QLIST.
Suppose vprev v is the last segment of path p. Since p is edge-crawling, vprev is
on the same edge e as v. Let vnext be the adjacent Steiner point of v on e that
is on the other side of vprev . We insert path p + vvnext into QLIST, if there has
not been another path p0 + vvnext inserted into QLIST.
It is easy to see that, for each Steiner point v ∈ Vs , there will be at most
two non-interval paths from s to v inserted into QLIST, one approaching v
from left and one approaching v from right. Similarly, for any vertex v ∈ V ,
there will be at most D(v) non-interval paths that connect s and v, one from
each edge incident to v. Here D(v) is the number of incident boundary edges
of v in the original triangularPdecomposition.
P Thus, the total number of noninterval paths is bounded by v∈V D(v)+ e∈E 2m = 2|E|+2m|E| = O(mn).
The total number of all paths inserted into QLIST, therefore, is bounded by
O(mn).

5

Complexity and Correctness

5.1 Complexity
The complexity of the BUSHWHACK algorithm depends on three factors:
Cost of maintaining QLIST: There are O(mn) candidate optimal paths
inserted into QLIST. Each insertion or deletion operation takes O(log(mn))
time. The total cost of maintaining QLIST is O(nm log nm).
Cost of maintaining PLISTe : There are O(m) points on each edge.
Each insertion or deletion operation takes O(log m) time. As there are
O(n) boundary edges, the total cost of maintaining PLISTe for all e is
O(nm log m).
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Cost of maintaining ILISTe,e0 : When a point v on e is discovered, we
first need to decide the range of Iv,e,e0 for each e0 that share a region with e.
Deciding each of the two endpoints of Iv,e,e0 can be done by a binary search
on intervals in ILISTe,e0 . As the maximum number of intervals in ILISTe,e0 is
m, a binary search takes O(log m) time. Also, the time to insert an interval
to the interval list ILISTe,e0 is O(log m). As there are O(n) interval lists, the
total cost of maintaining these interval lists is O(nm log m).
The complexity of the algorithm, therefore, is O(nm log nm).
In Section 2 we claimed that, in average, for each Steiner point v BUSHWHACK needs to evaluate the costs of only O(log m) adjacent edges of v.
Even though inside each region only O(m) edges are ever used by candidate
optimal paths inserted into QLIST, that is, O(1) edges per Steiner point in
the region, BUSHWHACK has to evaluate the costs of additional edges in
order to maintain the intervals. As mentioned above, deciding the bounding
points of a new interval Iv,e,e0 takes a binary search of O(log m) steps. At each
step, BUSHWHACK needs to compare the cost of vv ∗ for some v ∗ ∈ e0 with
the cost of v 0 v ∗ , where v 0 is one of the two neighboring discovered points of v
on e. As a result, O(log m) edges are evaluated for each Steiner point.

5.2 Correctness
To show that the BUSHWHACK algorithm is correct, it suffices to prove the
following theorem:
Theorem 1 When path p(s, v) is extracted from QLIST, if v is not yet discovered, p(s, v) is an optimal discrete path.
Before we give the proof of Theorem 1, we first establish the following lemma:
Lemma 3 Each adopted interval path p∗i as defined in Sub-subsection 3.4.2 is
locally optimal.
Proof The proof for the case where we0 = wr is trivial. In the following we
−−→
assume that we0 < wr . Further, we assume that the point u on ray vh vd∗ such
|vh u| · wr
∗
that p
= we0 lies between vk∗ and vk+1
for some k, 1 ≤ k < d, as
|vh u|2 + h2
shown in Figure 9. The other two cases can be proved similarly. We need to
show that for each i, the adopted interval path p∗i is locally optimal.
We first discuss the case in which i ≤ k and therefore, according to Definition
3.a, p∗i = pi . For any j, if j ≥ i, kpj,i k = kpj k+de (vj∗ , vi∗ ) ≥ kpj k ≥ kpi k = kp∗i k.
If j < i, we have the following inequality:
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kp∗i k = kpi k

q
q
∗ 2
2
= kpj k + wr · ( |vh vi | + h − |vh vj∗ |2 + h2 )
|vZh vi∗ |

√
wr d( x2 + h2 )

= kpj k +
|vh vj∗ |

|vZh vi∗ |

= kpj k +
|vh vj∗ |

w ·x
√ r
dx
x2 + h 2

|vZh vi∗ |

we0 dx

< kpj k +

(by Equation 1)

|vh vj∗ |

= kpj k + we0 · |vj∗ vi∗ |
= kpj,i k
Now we consider the case in which i = k+1 and therefore kp∗i k = min{kpk,k+1 k,
kpk+1 k}. For any j > i, kpj,i k ≥ kpi k = kpi,i k ≥ kp∗i k. For any j < i, kpj,i k =
∗
∗
| ≥ kp∗k k + we0 · |vk∗ vk+1
| = kpk,k+1 k ≥ p∗i .
kpj,k k + we0 · |vk∗ vk+1
Finally, we suppose k + 1 < i ≤ d. For any j ≤ k + 1, kpj,i k = kpj,k+1 k +
∗
∗
we0 · |vk+1
vi∗ | ≥ kp∗k+1 k + we0 · |vk+1
vi∗ | = kp∗i k. For any j ≥ i, kpj,i k = kpj k +
de (vj∗ , vi∗ ) ≥ kpj k ≥ kpi k ≥ kp∗i k. For any j, k + 1 < j ≤ i, we have the
following inequality:
∗
vj∗ | + we0 · |vj∗ vi∗ |
kp∗i k = kp∗k+1 k + we0 · |vk+1
|vh vj∗ |

Z

= kp∗k+1 k

we0 dx + we0 · |vj∗ vi∗ |

+
∗
|vh vk+1
|

|vh vj∗ |

Z

< kp∗k+1 k

+
∗
|vh vk+1
|

w ·x
√ r
dx + we0 · |vj∗ vi∗ |
x2 + h 2

|vh vj∗ |

Z

= kpk+1 k + wr ·

√
d( x2 + h2 ) + we0 · |vj∗ vi∗ |

∗
|vh vk+1
|

q

q

= kpk+1 k + wr · (

(by Equation 2)

|vh vj∗ |2

+

h2

= kpj k + we0 · |vj∗ vi∗ |
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−

∗
|vh vk+1
|2 + h2 ) + we0 · |vj∗ vi∗ |

= kpj,i k
This finishes the proof.
In a sense, each locally optimal paths is the “discrete version” of the optimal
path defined by Snell’s Law, as the true optimal path may not necessarily
bend at a Steiner point on e0 .
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem. The proof is analogous to the
correctness proof of Dijkstra’s algorithm. The main difference lies in the fact
that BUSHWHACK employs a lazy and best-first path propagation scheme,
and therefore we need to prove that BUSHWHACK still can find an optimal
discrete path despite avoiding using most of the graph edges in G. More specifically, we need to show that for any discrete point v, before any non-optimal
discrete path p0 connecting s and v is removed from QLIST, an optimal discrete path p∗ connecting s and v must have been inserted into QLIST, and
thus will be removed from QLIST before p0 is.
Proof (of Theorem 1) For the sake of contradiction we assume that such
a path p is not optimal. Let p∗ be an optimal discrete path from s to v such
that kp∗ k < kpk, as shown in Figure 10. Let unext be the first undiscovered
point on p∗ and let u be the predecessor of unext on p∗ . As p∗ is an optimal
discrete path from s to v, p∗ [s, unext ] must be an optimal discrete path from s
to unext , and p∗ [s, u] must be an optimal discrete path from s to u.
p
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Fig. 10. Correctness proof

There are two cases. We first consider the case when segment uunext is facecrossing. Let r be the region in which uunext lies. Let e and e0 be the boundary
edges of r such that u ∈ e and unext ∈ e0 . Since u is a discovered point, Iu,e,e0
has already been created and inserted into ILISTe,e0 . According to Definition
1, unext must be inside interval Iu,e,e0 . Otherwise there should be anther discov25

ered point u0 on e such that d0opt (s, u0 )+dr (u0 , unext ) < d0opt (s, u)+dr (u, unext ) =
kp∗ [s, unext ]k. This is a contradiction to the fact that p∗ [s, unext ] is an optimal discrete path from s to unext . As unext is not discovered yet, unext must
have not been processed. Therefore, according to Lemma 2 there is a current
∗
∗
Steiner point vu,e,e
0 for Iu,e,e0 , and vu,e,e0 is ahead of unext in interval Iu,e.e0 .
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
Let u∗1 , u∗2 , · · · , u∗j−1 , u∗j = vu,e,e
0 , uj+1 , · · · , ui−1 , ui = unext , ui+1 , · · · , ud be the
d Steiner points in interval Iu,e,e0 . For each k, 1 ≤ k ≤ d, let p∗k be the adopted
interval path chosen for u∗k . According to Lemma 3, these paths are locally optimal. In particular, p∗j is the current interval path of Iu,e,e0 as it connects s and
u∗j , the current Steiner point. As kp∗j k ≤ kp∗i k = kp∗ [s, unext ]k ≤ kp∗ k < kpk,
p∗j must be extracted from QLIST before p is extracted from QLIST. For the
same reason, any p∗k , j ≤ k ≤ i, must be extracted from QLIST before p. This
is a contradiction to the assumption that unext is undiscovered at the time p
is extracted from QLIST.
Now we consider the case when uunext is edge-crawling. Let e be the edge
that contains both u and unext . We first assume that u ∈ V . Let u1 =
u, u2 , · · · , ui−1 , ui = unext be the Steiner points from u to unext on e. According
to line 8 of procedure HandleNewDiscovery, path p0opt (s, u)+uu2 is inserted into
QLIST when u is discovered. As kp0opt (s, u) + uu2 k = kp0opt (s, u)k + de (u, u2 ) <
kp0opt (s, u)k + de (u, ui ) = kp∗ [s, unext ]k ≤ kp∗ k < kpk, path p0opt (s, u) + uu2
should be extracted from QLIST before p is. Similarly, we can show that for
each k, 1 < k ≤ i, path p0opt (s, u) + uuk is extracted from QLIST before p is.
This is a contradiction to the assumption that unext is not discovered when p
is extracted from QLIST.
Next we assume that u ∈ Vs . Let uprev be the predecessor of u on path p∗ .
Then uprev must not be on e and thus segment uprev u is face-crossing. Let
eprev be an edge that contains uprev . As uprev is a discovered point, interval
Iuprev ,eprev ,e must have been created and inserted into ILISTeprev ,e . u must be
inside Iuprev ,eprev ,e as otherwise p∗ [s, u] is not an optimal discrete path.
If unext is also inside Iuprev ,eprev ,e , similar to the case where uunext is facecrossing, we can prove that a locally optimal path associated with Iuprev ,eprev ,e
that connects s and unext must have been extracted from Iuprev ,eprev ,e before p
is. Again a contradiction.
If unext is not in the interval, let u∗1 , u∗2 , · · · , u∗i−1 , u∗i = u, u∗i+1 , · · · , u∗d be the
points inside Iuprev ,eprev ,e . As Iuprev ,eprev ,e is monotonic, without loss of generality, we assume that dr (uprev , u∗1 ) ≤ dr (uprev , u∗2 ) ≤ · · · ≤ dr (uprev , u∗d ).
Let u∗0 be the Steiner point adjacent to u∗0 outside Iuprev ,eprev ,e and u∗d+1 the
Steiner point adjacent to u∗d outside Iuprev ,eprev ,e . If ud is between u and unext ,
as kp∗d k ≤ kp∗ [s, u] + uu∗d k = kp∗ [s, u]k + de (u, u∗d ) < kp∗ [s, u]k + de (u, unext ) =
kp∗ [s, unext ]k ≤ kp∗ k < kpk, all locally optimal paths associated with Iuprev ,eprev ,e
must be extracted from QLIST before p is extracted. Therefore, according to
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line 4 of procedure Propagate, non-interval path p∗d+1 = p∗d + u∗d u∗d+1 must be
inserted into QLIST before p is extracted from QLIST. This non-interval path,
also less costly than p, is eventually going to be extended along e to unext before p is extracted, a contradiction to the fact that unext is undiscovered. The
case when u∗1 is between u and unext can be handled similarly.
By the above analysis, we show that in any case unext cannot be an undiscovered point when p is extracted from QLIST. Therefore, such a p∗ does not
exist and hence p is an optimal discrete path from s to v.
The above correctness proof may help to explain why we need to propagate
the paths the way described by the pseudo code.

6

Discretization with Reduced Size

In this section we describe an improvement of the discretization scheme proposed by Aleksandrov et al.[3]; this improvement removes the dependency of
the discretization size (and hence the time complexity of the approximation
algorithm) on the unit weight ratio µ.
We first introduce some notations. For any point v, we let E(v) be the set of
edges incident to v and let Dv be the minimum distance between v and edges
in E\E(v). For each edge e ∈ E, we let De = sup{Dv | v ∈ e} and let ve be the
point on e so that Dve = De . For each vertex v of the triangular subdivision,
the radius r0 (v) of v is defined to be D5v , and the weighted radius r(v) of v is
min (v)
defined to be wwmax
· r0 (v), where wmin (v) and wmax (v) are the minimum and
(v)
maximum unit weights among all regions incident to v, respectively.
According to the discretization scheme of Aleksandrov et al.[3], for each boundary edge e = v1 v2 , the Steiner points on e are chosen as the following.
Each vertex vi has a “vertex-vicinity” S(vi ) of radius r (vi ) = r(vi ) and
the Steiner points vi,1 , vi,2 , · · · , vi,ki are placed on the segment of e outside
the vertex-vicinities so that |vi vi,1 | = r (vi ), |vi,j vi,j+1 | = Dvi,j and vi,ki vi +
Dvi,ki ≥ |vi ve |. The number of Steiner points placed on e can be bounded by
C(e) · 1 log 1 , where
C(e) = O

|e|
|e|
log p
De
r(v1 )r(v2 )

!
=O

|e|
De

|e|

log p
+ log µ
r0 (v1 )r0 (v2 )

!!
.

This discretization can guarantee a 3-good approximate optimal path.
Observe that, for this discretization scheme, on each boundary edge e Steiner
points are placed more densely in the portion of e closer to the two endpoints,
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with the exception that no Steiner point is placed inside the vertex-vicinities.
Therefore, the larger the vertex vicinities are, the less Steiner points the discretization needs to use. In the following we show that the radius r (v) of the
vertex-vicinity of v can be increased to r0 (v) while still guaranteeing the same
error bound. Here we assume that  ≤ 21 .
A piecewise linear path p is said to be a normalized path if it does not cross
region boundaries inside vertex vicinities other than at the vertices. That is,
for each bending point u of p, if u is located on boundary edge e = v1 v2 , then
either u is one of the endpoints of e, or |vi u| ≥ r (vi ) for i = 1, 2. For example,
the path shown in Figure 11 is not a normalized path, as it passes through u1
and u2 , both of which are inside the vertex vicinity of v. We first prove the
following lemma:
Lemma 4 For any path p from s to t, there is a normalized path p̂ from s to
t so that kp̂k = (1 + 2 ) · kpk.
cheap region
u002

cheap region

r1
u01
u1
r2

v
u02
u2
u001

Fig. 11. Path passing through vicinity of a vertex

Proof Suppose path p passes through the vertex vicinity S(v) of v, as shown
in Figure 11. We use u1 (u2 , respectively) to denote the first (last, respectively)
bending point of p inside S(v), and use u001 (u002 ) to denote the first (last,
respectively) bending point of p on the boundary of the union of all regions
incident to v. By the definition of Dv , we have |p[u001 , u1 ]| + |u1 v| ≥ Dv and
v /5

= 5−
≤ 4 , as
|p[u2 , u002 ]| + |vu2 | ≥ Dv . Therefore, |u1 v|/|p[u001 , u1 ]| ≤ Dv·D
−·Dv /5
|u1 v| ≤ D5 v . Similarly, we can prove that |vu2 |/|p[u2 , u002 ]| ≤ 4 .
We let r1 be the region with the minimum unit weight among all regions
crossed by subpath p[u001 , u1 ], and u01 be the point where p[u001 , u1 ] enters region
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r1 for the first time. Similarly, we let r2 be the region with the minimum unit
weight among all regions crossed by subpath p[u2 , u002 ], and let u02 be the point
where p[u2 , u002 ] leaves region r1 for the last time.
Consider replacing subpath p[u001 , u002 ] by normalized subpath p̂[u001 , u002 ] = p[u001 , u01 ]+
u01 v + vu02 + p[u02 , u002 ]. We have the following inequality:
kp̂[u001 , u002 ]k − kp[u001 , u002 ]k
= wr1 · |u01 v| + wr2 · |vu02 | − kp[u01 , u1 ]k − kp[u1 , u2 ]k − kp[u2 , u02 ]k
≤ (wr1 · |u01 v| − kp[u01 , u1 ]k) + (wr2 · |vu02 | − kp[u2 , u02 ]k)
≤ wr1 (|u01 v| − |p[u01 , u1 ]|) + wr2 (|vu02 | − |p[u2 , u02 ]|)
≤ wr1 · |u1 v| + wr2 · |vu2 |
 · |p[u001 , u1 ]|
 · |p[u2 , u002 ]|
≤ wr1 ·
+ wr2 ·
4
4

00
00
≤ · (kp[u1 , u1 ]k + kp[u2 , u2 ]k)
4

≤ · kp[u001 , u002 ]k
4
Therefore, kp̂[u001 , u002 ]k ≤ (1 + 4 )kp[u001 , u002 ]k. Suppose p passes through k vertex
vicinities, S(v1 ), S(v2 ), · · ·, S(vk ). For each vi , we replace the subpath pi of p
that passes through S(vi ) by a normalized subpath p̂i as we described above.
Let p̂ be the resulting normalized path. Noting that the sum of the weighted
lengths of p1 , pP
2 , · · · , pk is less than twice the weighted length of p, we have

kp̂k ≤ kpk + 4 ki=1 kpi k ≤ (1 + 2 )kpk.
With Lemma 4, it is easy to prove the claimed error bound for this modified
discretization:
Theorem 2 The discretization constructed with r (v) = r0 (v) contains a 3good approximation for an optimal path popt from s to t, for any vertices s and
t.
Proof We first construct a normalized path p̂ such that kp̂k ≤ (1 + 2 )kpopt k.
We call a segment of a boundary edge bounded by two adjacent discrete points
(Steiner points or vertices) a Steiner segment. In particular, if both of the two
end points of a Steiner segment are Steiner points, we say that it is a true
Steiner segment. Otherwise, if one of the end point is a vertex, we say that
the Steiner segment is a half Steiner segment.
For each segment v1 v2 of p̂, let u1,1 u1,2 (u2,1 u2,2 , respectively) be the Steiner
segment that contains v1 (v2 , respectively). Since p̂ is normalized, there are
only three cases regarding these two Steiner segments:
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i) both u1,1 u1,2 and u2,1 u2,2 are pure Steiner segments;
ii) one of u1,1 u1,2 and u2,1 u2,2 is a pure Steiner segment, and the other is a
half Steiner segment;
iii) both u1,1 u1,2 and u2,1 u2,2 are half Steiner segments; however, they do not
share the same vertex.
For each of the three cases, it is easy to show that |u1,i u2,j | ≤ (1 + 2) · |v1 v2 |
for any i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2. So we can construct a discrete path p0 such that
kp0 k ≤ (1+2)kp̂k. Therefore, kp0 k ≤ (1+2)(1+ 2 )kpopt k = (1+ 25 +2 )kpopt k ≤
(1 + 3)kpopt k, assuming  ≤ 21 .
With the modification on the radius for each vertex vicinity, for each edge e
the number of Steiner points placed on e is reduced to C 0 (e) · 1 · log 1 , where
C 0 (e) = O( D|e|e log √ 0 |e| 0 ). C 0 (e) is independent of the unit weight ratio,
r (v1 )r (v2 )

and therefore so is the time complexity of any approximation algorithm that
uses this discretization. It appears that each of the previous -approximation
algorithms has a time complexity dependent on the unit weight ratio.

7

Experimental Results

In order to provide a performance comparison, we implemented using Java the
following three algorithms: 1) the BUSHWHACK algorithm, the Algorithm
1 we presented in Section 4; 2) the pure Dijkstra’s algorithm, which searches
every incident edge of a discrete point in G ; 3) the cone-based Dijkstra’s algorithm (by Aleksandrov et al.[3]), which searches an incident edge of a discrete
point only if the edge is inside the geodesic cone of the point. All the timed
results were acquired from a Linux workstation with a 2.8GHz Pentium IV
processor and 2GB memory.
We also have implemented the pruned Dijkstra’s algorithm (also by Aleksandrov et al.[3]), which only uses an -spanner of each geodesic cone. Asymptotically, this algorithm is better than the cone-based Dijkstra’s algorithm.
However, it occurs to us that, for the  values we have chosen for our experiments, the pruned Dijkstra’s algorithm is actually slower than the cone-based
Dijkstra’s algorithm. First of all, using the discretization G that is guaranteed
to contain an -good approximate optimal path, the pruned Dijkstra’s algorithm can only guarantee to find an 5-good approximate optimal path, due
to the extra error introduced by using the spanner. Therefore, to guarantee to
find an -good approximate optimal path, the pruned Dijkstra’s algorithm has
to use the discretization G/5 , which contains many more Steiner points than
G . Secondly, the pruned Dijkstra’s algorithm needs to partition each geodesic
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cone into roughly 1 equal-sized angular ranges, so that one Steiner point can
be picked inside each range. In our current implementation, this step will require 1 binary searches, which are very time-consuming. Before we come up
with a more efficient implementation of the pruned Dijkstra’s algorithm, we
will not be able to correctly measure its performance.

7.1 Experiments on TINs generated from DEM data
One of the concerns in conducting these experiments is the choice of triangulations. We want to avoid randomly generated triangulations for two reasons.
First, randomly generated data may affect the performances of various algorithms in an unexpected way. The second and main reason is that randomly
generated triangulations may contain many “skewed” triangular regions (e.g.,
regions that are very skinny). Recall that the size of a discretization generated
by either the discretization method of [3] or the one we presented in Section
6 is dependent on θmin . If a certain experiment uses ten problem instances
and for one problem instance θmin is very small, and much smaller than those
of other problem instances, the experiment will take too much time to finish,
and the result of this problem instance will dominate the result of the entire
experiment.

Fig. 12. A 8x5 TIN generated from DEM data

For our experiments we chose triangulations converted from terrain maps
in grid data format. More specifically, we used the DEM (Digital Elevation
Model) file of Kaweah River basin. It is a 1424 × 1163 grid with 30m between two neighboring grid points. From the DEM data we randomly took
patches of sizes 8 × 5, 16 × 10, 32 × 20, 64 × 40, and 128 × 80 respectively
(ten patches for each size) and converted them to TINs by connecting two grid
points diagonally for each grid cell. Figure 12 shows one of the TINs we used.
Each triangular region of the resulting TINs will not be too skewed; its projection to the horizontal plane is an isosceles right triangle. We assign to each
region r a unit weight wr that is equal to 1 + 10 tan αr , where αr is the angle
between r and the horizontal plane. We ran the three algorithms on each TIN
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with source and destination points chosen to be the vertices closest to the upper left and lower right corners, respectively. For each algorithm, we took the
average of the running times of all experiments. We repeated the experiments
with 1 = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10. (For DEM size 128 × 80, we did not perform the
experiments with 1 = 8 and 10.) We list the results in Table 3.
Table 3
Statistics of running time (in seconds) and number of visited edges (in thousands) on
TINs generated from DEM data. Each entry of “x/y” means that the average time
for computing an -good approximate optimal path is x seconds and the average
number of visited graph edges is y × 1000.
DEM Size

8×5

16 × 10

32 × 20

64 × 40

128 × 80

1


BUSHWHACK

2

0.48 / 140

0.38 / 443

0.60 / 360

4

1.12 / 338

1.80 / 2,288

1.91 / 1,566

6

1.85 / 566

4.62 / 6,002

3.85 / 3,340

8

2.67 / 814

9.07 / 11,874

6.29 / 5,669

10

3.57 / 1,077

15.34 / 20,131

7.92 / 8,463

2

2.6 / 707

1.9 / 2,216

3.0 / 1,785

pure Dijkstra

cone-based Dijkstra

4

6.1 / 1,712

9.4 / 11,471

9.5 / 7,905

6

10.3 / 2,866

24.3 / 30,094

18.9 / 17,340

8

15.0 / 4,122

47.8 / 59,575

31.1 / 29,903

10

19.4 / 5,453

80.2 / 101,026

43.7 / 45,135

2

13.5 / 3,201

9.7 / 10,104

12.6 / 8,025

4

32.1 / 7,753

46.6 / 52,357

41.0 / 35,459

6

54.6 / 12,974

119.1 / 137,404

82.2 / 78,343

8

80.7 / 18,648

231.8 / 271,988

135.4 / 135,742

10

98.0 / 24,669

370.7 / 461,158

203.0 / 206,351

2

56.7 / 13,587

41.8 / 42,715

55.5 / 34,583

4

138.5 / 32,895

190.1 / 221,130

180.5 / 154,902

6

238.8 / 55,040

479.5 / 580,293

361.0 / 343,334

8

347.0 / 79,107

932.4 / 1,148,622

595.3 / 595,967

10

461.7 / 104,640

1581.0 / 1,947,444

901.4 / 906,556

2

255.9 / 56,370

181.1 / 179,639

235.0 / 144,298

4

647.8 / 136,342

821.7 / 930,063

764.9 / 647,184

6

1132.4 / 227,965

2050.2 / 2,440,243

1530.8 / 1,439,499

From Table 3, it is easy to see that, when 1 grows, the running time of the
BUSHWHACK algorithm is growing much slower than those of both the pure
Dijkstra’s algorithm and the cone-based Dijkstra’s algorithm. This observation is consistent with the asymptotic analysis, as the time complexity of the
BUSHWHACK algorithm is less dependent on 1 . We also list the average
number of visited edges for each algorithm and each  value. It occurs to us
that the number of visited edges is closely related to the running time.
We define the speedup ratio of the BUSHWHACK algorithm (with respect to
the pure Dijkstra’s algorithm) to be the ratio of computation time between the
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pure Dijkstra’s algorithm and the BUSHWHACK algorithm. Table 3 shows
that the speedup ratio of the BUSHWHACK algorithm drops slowly (but noticeably) when n grows from 40 to 10240. For example, with 1 = 4, the speedup
ratios are 1.6087, 1.5553, 1.4521, 1.3732, and 1.2686 for n = 40, 160, 640, 2560,
and 10240 respectively. Recall that the time complexity of the pure Dijkstra’s
algorithm is O(nm2 + nm log nm), with m being the number of Steiner points
per edge. With a relatively large m (even for 1 = 2), the first part O(nm2 )
dominates the second part O(nm log nm), and therefore the speedup ratio is
proportional to logmnm (roughly speaking). So for the values of n we chose, the
speedup ratio is relatively stable. If we choose a small m (e.g., 20) and yet
a large range for values of n (e.g., up to 100, 000), the speedup ratio would
likely change more dramatically.
7.2 Experiments on randomly generated TINs
To demonstrate the impact of the geometric properties of TINs on the performance of the above algorithms, we also used twenty randomly generated
TINs, ten with 40 vertices and ten with 80 vertices. More specifically, for each
TIN, we randomly selected 40 (80, respectively) vertices in the plane and then
constructed a Delaunay triangulation with these vertices. For each triangular
region of the resulting triangulation, we randomly assigned to it a weight between 1 and 10. Figure 13 shows one of the TINs generated. As one can see,
some of the triangular regions are very long and skinny, meaning that many
Steiner points need to be placed to guarantee a given error bound .

Fig. 13. A TIN generated by constructing a Delaunay triangulation of 40 randomly
generated vertices

Again, for each TIN, we picked the source and destination points to be the
vertices closest to the upper left and lower right corners, respectively. We ran
each of the three algorithms on each TIN five times, with 1 = 2, 4, 6, 8, and
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10 respectively. We list the results in Table 4.
Table 4
Statistics of running time (in seconds) and number of visited edges (in thousands)
on randomly generated TINs. Each entry of “x/y” means that the average time
for computing an -good approximate optimal path is x seconds and the average
number of visited graph edges is y × 1000.
Number of Vertices

40

80

1


BUSHWHACK

pure Dijkstra

cone-based Dijkstra

2

1.34 / 543

14.85 / 16,148

4.28 / 3,540

4

3.35 / 1,293

78.37 / 85,512

12.45 / 11,865

6

5.56 / 2,131

203.87 / 223,508

22.84 / 21,683

8

8.22 / 3,041

399.52 / 439,442

37.29 / 36,614

10

11.09 / 3,995

682.22 / 740,040

53.53 / 54,189

2

2.59 / 967

11.27 / 11,921

7.11 / 5,405

4

6.32 / 2,291

57.22 / 61,284

21.94 / 19,968

6

10.86 / 3,777

146.54 / 158,344

41.92 / 40,492

8

15.64 / 5,374

288.76 / 309,282

61.82 / 61,473

10

20.86 / 7,061

490.83 / 518,641

82.06 / 85,736

Compared to the 8 × 5 DEM TINs mentioned in the previous subsection, the
randomly generated TINs (with 40 vertices) have the same number of vertices
and only slightly more boundary edges (108 vs. 95). However, for the same
error bound , the number of Steiner points required for these TINs is roughly
four times that for the DEM TINs. This is due to the fact that there exist some
triangular regions with small angles, which boost the geometric parameters of
the discretization. As a result, all the three algorithms performed worse on
these TINs than on the DEM TINs.
In particular, the pure Dijkstra’s algorithm suffered the most. For example,
with 1 = 8, the speedup ratio of the BUSHWHACK algorithm (with respect
to the pure Dijkstra’s algorithm) is just 3.4033 for the DEM TINs, but grows
to 48.6237 for the randomly generated TINs. This result is also consistent
with the asymptotic analysis, as the time complexity of the pure Dijkstra’s
algorithm is more sensitive to the number of Steiner points. What makes it
worse is that in a randomly generated TIN one or a few of the (long and skinny)
triangular regions will get a significant portion of all Steiner points, making
the computation by the pure Dijkstra’s algorithm even more time-consuming.
Recall that the O(nm2 ) part of the time complexity of the pure Dijkstra’s
algorithm assumes that each boundary edge contains roughly the same number
of Steiner points. The actual upper bound should be the total number of facecrossing segments connecting discrete points on the same region boundary. If
the total number of Steiner points is still O(nm), and yet each of the two long
Steiner points,
boundary edges of one very skewed triangular region gets nm
4
2 2
then the number of face-crossing segments in this region is already n 16m , which
could already be more than the O(nm2 ) bound.
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Another evidence of the high sensitivity of the pure Dijkstra’s algorithm on
the geometric parameters is that on average it took even more time to finish
the TINs with 40 vertices than those with 80 vertices. This is because some of
TINs with 40 vertices have “worse” triangular regions (with very small angles)
than those with 80 vertices do.

7.3 Observations

From the experimental results we learned that, although for the discretization we used the number of Steiner points inserted on each boundary edge is
O( 1 log 1 ), the hidden constant factor, which is determined by some geometric parameters, is very large. For example, for  = 18 , the number of Steiner
points on each boundary edge is on the order of a few hundreds. The reason is
that, for discretization based on edge-subdivision, the error of an approximate
optimal path is bounded “locally.” The approximate optimal path and the corresponding optimal path are divided into many subpaths, and the weighted
length of each subpath of the approximate optimal path has to be no more
than (1 + ) times of that of the corresponding subpath of the optimal path.
All the subpaths of the approximate optimal path usually cannot contribute
an -relative error simultaneously, (and some of the subpaths may even be less
costly than their counterparts in the optimal path,) the overall relative error
of the approximate optimal path is far less than .
That being said, we believe that this discretization scheme based on edge subdivision is still very useful in practice. It is very easy to implement, and can accommodate different cost metrics. For example, Lanthier et al.[20] showed that
with minor modifications a discretization can be constructed for the shortest
anisotropic path problem, while Reif and Sun [21] presented a similar discretization for the optimal path planning problem in regions with flows.

8

Conclusion

In this paper we present a new approximation algorithm to solve the weighted
shortest path problem. Compared to some of the previous work, our algorithm
provides a more effective way of finding optimal paths in the discretized space
(resulted from either uniform or non-uniform discretization). We also provide
an improved discretization method that removes the dependency of the size
of the discretized space (and hence the complexity of any approximation algorithm that uses the discretization method) on the unit weight ratio.
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